See Below.
FROM  Joe Redd, P.E., Chief Engineer

TO  GDOT Divisions/Offices/Districts, FITWA, Consultant Relations Committee

SUBJECT  Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) Policy

In accordance with GDOT Policy 4A-5 an ICE is required for any intersection improvement (e.g., a new intersection, an intersection modification, widening/reconstruction or corridor project, or work accomplished through a driveway or encroachment permit that affects an intersection) where one or both of the following conditions are met:

- The intersection includes at least one roadway designated as a State Route (State Highway System) or as part of the National Highway System;
- The intersection will be designed or constructed using State or Federal funding.

An ICE must be performed for any project or proposed work that has not begun the preliminary design phase by July 1, 2017. For GDOT projects, if consultant services have already been procured prior to the effective date, but the concept has not been approved, the Office of Traffic Operations will perform the ICE evaluation.

If you have any questions contact Scott Zehmke (szehmke@ldot.ga.gov), or Christian Barry (cbarry@dot.ga.gov) with the Office of Traffic Operations at (404) 653-2800.
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